Experimental autoimmune thyroiditis (EAT) induced by the thyroglobulin peptide (2596-2608): influence of H-2 and non H-2 genes.
We have previously identified five thyroglobulin (Tg) peptides with Ak-binding motifs that induce experimental autoimmune thyroiditis (EAT) in CBA/J (H-2k) mice. In this study, we have examined whether H-2 or non H-2 genes can influence the immunopathogenicity of peptide p2596 (a.a. 2596-2608), which earlier elicited considerable pathology in CBA/J hosts. The p2596 peptide induced mild EAT--(infiltration index range=1-2)-- in H-2-compatible AKR/J, B10.BR, and C3H/HeJ mice. Moreover, p2596-primed LNC from these mice exhibited peptide-specific proliferative responses and secreted significant amounts of IL-2 and IFN-gamma in recall in vitro assays. Priming and boosting of these strains with p2596 resulted in the generation of specific IgG responses five weeks after the initial challenge. In contrast, s.c. challenge of H-2-incompatible strains such as DBA/1J (H-2q), SJL (H-2s), DBA/2J (H-2d) and C57BL/6 (H-2b) with the same peptide dose did not elicit EAT pathology and peptide-specific B- or T-cell responses. These data demonstrate the thyroiditogenic potential of p2596 in H-2k strains of diverse non-H-2 backgrounds but not in mice carrying H-2b, d, q or s haplotypes.